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SUMMARY
Organizations nowadays are experiencing uninterrupted innovation,
accelerated global competition, and exceeding opportunities to reinvent. Data
is becoming fundamental for organizational decision-making. The growing
touchpoints like event logging, APIs, social media, eCommerce, website
tracking, and many other technologies make the data explode every time you
turn your head.
A modern cloud-native data platform is a necessary solution to eliminate
the challenges associated with efficient data management. We define these
platforms as the ecosystem of data hyper-optimized for ingestion, storage,
analysis, and visualization after gathering from different sources. However,
even after powering with best-in-class architecture, traditional data platforms
can face critical challenges.
This white paper reviews and explains the key challenges inherent in traditional
data platforms and how cloud-native modern data platforms with scalable
and future-proof architecture can eliminate these data-related challenges.
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INTRODUCTION
Organizations from almost every vertical, structure, and size complain about
data accuracy and information reliability. Data now holds imperative value
for future decision-making, but sometimes valuable insights and actual
data value are blocked or littered with obstacles due to inefficient data
management systems. Traditional data platforms aren’t adequate for modernday data-related business requirements. Therefore, organizations encounter
challenges related to data analytics or insights, which negatively affect overall
organizational decision-making.

CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH

TRADITIONAL DATA PLATFORMS
Challenging integration of legacy data platforms with cloud-based services
Historically, organizational data management started on-premises because
on-premises data platforms are easier to manage compared to third-party
data management services. But in today’s business environment, where the 4.0
technology era is constantly shifting the entire data landscape, effective data
management is imperative.
Nowadays, a lot of the data is generated outside organizations by various third
parties and stored in the cloud. Key platforms like Google Analytics, Microsoft,
Salesforce are managing their data-related needs through the cloud too. In the
coming days, data generation and storage trends will accelerate even more.
Traditional data warehouses cannot fully manage this exceptional data volume
and variety. Therefore, seamlessly managing the data ingestion from on-prem
and cloud data sources is challenging for traditional data management platforms.
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Lack of data availability, utilization, and optimization
While looking forward to becoming a data-driven organization, companies
might face the challenge of data availability and its effective utilization if they
are still using traditional data management platforms. Successful organizations
are adopting a 360-degree data-driven culture along with self-service business
intelligence and advanced analytics. To successfully carry forward this datacentric culture, the availability of relevant data and its accurate utilization is
another key to success.
Lack of data governance: Data security & privacy
Data security is always a primary concern for enterprises. For organizations
that are working with an enormous amount of data, persistent security threats
are always present. Data regulatory compliance, privacy acts, and public
awareness adds further burden on data management.
As the entire business operations are getting digitized, organizations find it
challenging to maintain regulatory compliance. For efficient data security
and privacy, it is necessary to keep data governance at the top of the data
management strategy. Scalable data management platforms built on agile &
resilient technologies can eliminate these data governance-related challenges.

Failure to integrate with continuously evolving source system
Newer data engineering and management technologies are released every
day— 4.0-gen hyper-converged infrastructures create more possibilities by
emerging breakthroughs in AI/ML, IoT, Voice Assistant, Natural Language
Queries (NLQ), and Quantum Computing.
Moreover, advanced approaches to data extraction are being introduced
every day. For a data analytics platform, it is necessary to incorporate new
data sources emerging from evolving technologies. If the organizational data
platforms are not agile and flexible enough, they might lack a competitive
edge. Traditional data platforms significantly hinder the ability to integrate with
disparate data sources.
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THE COST OF UNMODERNERNIZED

DATA ESTATE

Embracing the cloud-based data platforms technology within the organizations
is necessary now because organizations cannot rely on conventional data
estate anymore.

According to Gartner
“By 2022, 75% of all databases will be deployed or migrated to a cloud
platform, with only 5% ever considered for repatriation to on-premises.
This trend will largely be due to databases used for analytics and the
SaaS model.”

Resisting to embrace this change can cost more than the cost of the entire
solution implementation. The risk of relying on outdated technology is too
hard to ignore now due to the growing cost of maintaining the traditional data
warehousing coupled with the inability to extract actual data value.

Figure 1: Why modernizing data ecosystem is necessary
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:

CLOUD-NATIVE MODERN
DATA PLATFORM
As “cloud” is the new norm, cloud-native data platforms have become the most
popular choice. Deploying these best-in-class cloud-based data platforms can
address traditional hindrances of data management effectively. The advanced
data pipelines of cloud-native data platforms can handle tons of data with fast
& cheap data ingestion. Cloud-based modern data platforms are quicker and
more efficient based on their hyper-scalable and future-proof architecture.
To handle today’s progressive data-related challenges, a data platform must
have.

Improved business insights compatibility
The data platform should have the capability to integrate with the latest
business intelligence tools to cater to all reporting, dashboarding, and selfservice BI requirements of an organization.
Advanced analytics/AI
Cloud-native data platforms are capable of fetching advanced analytics. The
analytics services entail services to turn data into insights. Depending on the
use-case, the targeted stakeholder, and their technical skills, they can use
different analytical services. These analyses can be sourced either from the
data lake or from the serving data stores. AI/ML services perform the task of
running and maintaining the models. The BI services provide the users with
self-service BI capabilities with rich visualizations.
Data governance
Data security or privacy breach can be devasting for organizations and can hit
long-term damage to the brand’s reputation and customer goodwill.
The modern data catalogue is the answer to the complexities presented by
the twin challenges of regulatory compliance and the ever-increasing volume
of data sources. Cloud-based platforms will allow you to quickly plug into
robust capabilities that are cost-efficient and easily manageable. Cloud-based
solutions also avoid the overhead requirements.
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Agile, dependable data pipelines
Data pipelines of modern platforms can ingest large amounts of data from
disparate sources, including cloud, web, and other structured/unstructured
streaming data sources.
Tiered storage capacity
Different types of data storage requirements, i.e., cold data storage, frequently
accessed hot data storage, index-based distribution, etc., can be met using the
tiered storage methodology. It enables organizations to meet the objective of
reducing the total cost of data storage and time required for maintenance.

Multiple data integration methodologies
Capability to utilize real-time data ingestion, Change Data Capture (CDC), batchbased extract, transform, load (ETL), REST, and SOAP-based data integration
using web and microservices.

Resilient and scalable architecture
Cloud-native modern data management platforms are based on resilient
architectures that do not have a single point of failure and can scale up and scale
down according to future requirements. Scalability is a huge breakthrough in the
adoption of data platforms.

Reduced TCO
Cloud-native modern data management platforms can significantly reduce the
costs associated with organizational data management. Real-time analytics
enables quick response to significant business events. It gives you a competitive
edge since you can easily retain customers, spot inefficiencies, and respond to
external influences at a limited cost of ownership.
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MODERN DATA PLATFORM

ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2: Modern cloud-native data platform

DATA

SOURCES
The modern data platform extracts data from diverse internal and external data
sources. The platform can ingest structured, semi-structured, unstructured
data with high velocity, volume, and variety from disparate data ingestion
sources like OLTP databases, Social Media, Log files, third parties, and IoT
generated data.

Figure 3: Data Sources in Modern Data Platforms
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Data ingestion is also possible from any RDBMS (Oracle Database, MySQL,
Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and IBM DB2), Excel, CSV, and tab-delimited
text files.

DATA PROCESSING

WORKLOAD

Cloud-native data platforms are agile & flexible enough to bring optimal data
sets from disparate workloads. Administrative tasks are minimized due to the
availability of managed infrastructure and platforms on cloud-native solutions.
So the users can focus on data insights and the value that can be drawn from
the data instead of spending time on administrative tasks. Moreover, these
platforms are also extensible by enabling the organizations to integrate with
other solutions like advanced analytics and AI/ML-based applications.

Data warehouse — Normalized relational data model
Rather than maintaining the complex on-premises data warehouse hardware, a
cloud-native data warehouse allows users to bring more productivity by focusing
on more dependable business insights. Using standard SQL forms, a cloud-native
data warehouse ingests data quickly from structured and unstructured sources
efficiently to cater to normalized data model needs.
Data lakes — Unified platform for diverse data needs
Organizations can replace or augment their existing data platform by choosing a
cloud platform data lake as their central data repository. Cloud storage solutions
like Amazon S3, Azure Blob, and Google Cloud Storage enable organizations to
adequately store their data from all departments. Multi-cluster architecture and
advanced data lakes will provide exceptionally improved performance in data
ingestion and data processing.
Data engineering — Robust & integrated data pipelines
Cloud-native modern data platforms allow data-ingestion from diverse sources
using standard SQL. The robust data pipelines support various popular data
ingestion processes, including batch and streaming integrations, by using tools
like Apache Kafka.
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Figure 4: Modern data pipeline architecture
Data exchange — Secured data collaboration
Enables organizations to leverage their data sharing capabilities to a maximum
point. Organizations can acquire third-party data and integrate it with existing
data for more informed insights. Because the data is not additionally moved
or shifted, the process can eliminate the delays and lower the cost associated
with the traditional data exchange process in which the data is only delivered
in slices and needs continuously refreshed.
Data can be shared with third parties as well apart from internal consumers.
(based on compliance and regulatory requirements).
Diverse application support
Cloud-native modern data platforms ensure rapid connectivity to popular
languages, tools, and utilities. It is capable of providing unlimited storage and
supports diverse applications for development, testing, and quality assurance
(QA). The infrastructure automatically handles provisioning, data availability,
tuning, and data protection. The modern architecture supports Python,
Go, Node.js, .NET, Java, and SQL, allowing users to query structured and
unstructured data effectively.
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Accelerated data science & AI/ML
The modern architecture of the cloud-native data platform supports the
entire data lifecycle of AI/ML while generating valuable insights for predictive
applications. Central data consolidation allows easy data import for a wide range
of data sciences and AI/ML tools, and it natively supports Scala, Python, Java, R,
and other languages. These integration capabilities deliver additional support for
predictive and prescriptive analytics for business decisions.

DATA LAKE

EXAMPLE
The following diagram explains a typical, modern Data Lake solution. The Data
Sources may include a variety of sources, including SFTP servers, Rest APIs,
Cloud Storage (such as AWS S3), or any on-premises/cloud database. Using
open-source tools such as Apache NiFi, the data can be ingested from these
multiple Data Sources into the Data Lake. A common practice is to save the
data at multiple stages (Raw, Landing, Processed) on Cloud Storage (AWS
S3 Buckets in this case) for archival and post-ingestion purposes. Once the
processed data is available in the Data Lake, it can be made available to the
end-users using Apache HIVE or AWS Athena for relevant analytics activities.

Figure 5: Data lake example
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DATA

CONSUMPTION
The end-users interact with a wide array of deep business-related analytics. The
consumption includes reports & dashboards, data monetization, operational
reporting, ad hoc analysis, and real-time analytics. Usually, the data is available
in easy-to-read, understandable, and drill up/down formats using various
tools and techniques for interactive visualization and graphs.
Data analysts can access data using modern tools like Tableau, Power BI, or
SAS, Qlik. Whereas, data scientists are likely to use R, Python, Machine Learning
(ML) models using predefined machine learning frameworks such as Pandas,
AWS Deep Learning AMI, Google Cloud ML Engine, Tensorflow, Matpoltlib,
and Pytorch & Torch.

DATA

GOVERNANCE
Cloud-native data platforms can perform automated data validation,
classifications, management, and governance with visible data lineage.
Data protection complies with industry best practices, including regional data
protection regulations and defined and enforced data policies, which are
fundamental to modern data platform architecture. The entire data processing
lifecycle is centered on protecting the data. Apart from routine backups,
cloud-native data platforms provide a multilayer security strategy composed
of access control, data storage, and physical infrastructure in conjunction with
comprehensive monitoring and security practices.
The data platforms architecture manages the entire data governance process
in real-time to efficiently integrate, curate, and optimize the organization’s data
— eliminating the data swamps and costly post-processing data clean-up
initiatives.
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CONCLUSION
The cloud has helped us automate entire organizational solutions, significantly
enhanced enterprise performance to accelerate desirable business outcomes.
Modern-day organizational strategy, technology, and assets both work together
to achieve expected data insights. By now, scalable cloud-native data solutions
can tackle these computationally complex challenges in reasonable ways to
avoid the potential problem of data management.
Modern data platforms are fully equipped to handle diverse data sources,
and their role is becoming more ubiquitous. Modern data platforms’ simplified
but substantial architecture can capture accurate data insights to reduce the
decision-making lag without compromising data security.
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